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This loop route through Uzbekistan takes in almost all of Central Asia's greatest historical and architectural sites. Fly into Tashkent and get a feel for the big city before taking a domestic flight to Urgench and then a short bus or taxi ride to Khiva, which is comfortably seen in a day. Then take a taxi for a day trip to the crumbling Elliq-Qala desert cities of neighbouring Karakalpakstan.

From Khiva see if the new express train is running to Bukhara (if not, take a shared taxi from Urgench). Bukhara deserves the most time of all the Silk Road cities so try to spend at least two full days to take in the sights, shop the bazaars and explore the backstreets.

If you want to get off the beaten track make a detour to Nurata and then overnight at either a yurt camp at Lake Aidarkul or a mountain village homestay at Sentyab.

From here take the golden (actually tarmac) road to Samarkand for a day or two. Soak in the glories of the Registan and Shah-i-Zinda and, if you have time, add on a day trip to Shakhrisabz, the birthplace of Timur (Tamerlane).
Much of this itinerary follows ancient Silk Road paths and modern travellers will likely make the same route decisions as early traders, based on cost, ease of transport and the time of year.

Western roads into Central Asia lead from Mashhad in Iran to Ashgabat in Turkmenistan, or from Baku in Azerbaijan (by boat) to Turkmenbashi, also in Turkmenistan. If you only have a transit visa for Turkmenistan you can travel from Mashhad to Mary (to visit the Unesco World Heritage–listed ruins of Merv) in one long day via the crossing at Saraghs, giving you more time at Merv and bypassing Ashgabat.

From Ashgabat the overland route leads to Merv and the Silk Road cities of Bukhara, Samarkand and Tashkent. Figure on at least two full days in Bukhara and two full days each in Samarkand and Tashkent, preferably more. In Tashkent take a ride on the metro, shop at Chorsu Bazaar and visit the History Museum and Fine Arts Museum of Uzbekistan, two of Central Asia’s best.

From Tashkent take the new morning train to Kokand in the Fergana Valley to see the khan’s palace, then continue to Margilon to shop for silks. From here head to Andijon to catch the twice-weekly Jahon Bazaar and then cross the border to the bustling bazaar town of Osh, before swinging north along the mountain road to relaxed Bishkek. From Bishkek cross the border into Kazakhstan to cosmopolitan Almaty, visit the sights, attend the opera and make some excursions from the city before taking the train (or bus) to Ürümqi in China.

An alternative from Bishkek is to arrange transport through an agency to take you over the dramatic Torugart Pass, visiting the summer pastures around Kochkor and Son-Köl and the photogenic caravanserai at Tash Rabat, before crossing the pass to Kashgar. You can then continue along the northern or southern Silk Roads into China proper. A third alternative if you are in a hurry is to travel from Osh by shared taxi into the high and scenic Alay Valley, before finally crossing the remote Irkeshtam Pass to Kashgar.
This Kazakh taster takes you from Central Asia into sub-Siberian northern Kazakhstan. From Tashkent it’s a half-day trip across the border to vibrant Shymkent, with its Central Asian–style bazaars and chaikhanas (teahouses).

From here detour west to Turkestan to soak up Kazakhstan’s only architectural masterpiece, the blue-domed 14th-century Timurid tomb of Kozha Akhmed Yasaui. Keep the historical vibe going with a side trip to the nearby ruined Silk Road city of Sauran and a visit south to Otrar, the spot where Chinggis (Genghis) Khan’s troops first attacked Central Asia and where Timur (Tamerlane) breathed his last.

Back in Shymkent stock up on supplies before heading out for some rural hiking, horse riding and tulip-spotting at Aksu-Zhabagly Nature Reserve or Sayram-Ugam National Park, both of which have homestays and ecotourism programs.

An overnight ‘Silk Road by rail’ train trip will drop you in Almaty, Kazakhstan’s largest city. There is plenty to do here, including visiting the iconic Scythian-era Golden Man, before hitting Central Asia’s most active cultural and club scene. Walk off the next day’s hangover on a hike to Bolshoe Almatinskoe Lake, set in the lovely spurs of the Tian Shan. From Almaty take the high-speed overnight train to the gritty coal city of Karaganda. Touch Soviet-era rocket parts at the excellent Ecological Museum and then take a sobering day trip to the former gulags at Dolinka and Spassk.

Just a few hours away across the steppe is the modern capital of Astana. After ogling the bizarre mix of architecture you can visit the Oceanarium and guess how far you are from the nearest sea (1700km).

Plenty of international flights serve Astana, but to continue exploring take a flight to Ust-Kamenogorsk and then a long drive to Rakhmanovskie Klyuchi to start some fabulous hikes or horse treks through the valleys of the Altay, with views of mystical Mt Belukha. You’ll need to arrange a tour a month or more in advance to get required permits.
This wild three-week jaunt ranks as one of the world’s most beautiful and remote mountain-road trips and is not one to rush. Hire a vehicle for at least part of the way and do the drives in daylight.

There are several options to get to Penjikent. The border crossing between Samarkand and Penjikent remains frustratingly closed, so either fly from Dushanbe, or cross into Tajikistan from Uzbekistan at Oybek/Bekabad, transit through Khojand and continue through Istaravshan by shared taxi over the Shakhristan Pass.

In Penjikent you can check out the Sogdian-era archaeological site and then either hire a car for a day trip up to the Marguzor Lakes or arrange a taxi through the mountains to scenic lake Iskander-Kul.

Continue the taxi ride through stunning vertical scenery to Tajikistan’s mellow capital Dushanbe, where you should budget a couple of days to arrange the flight, shared jeep or hired car for the long but impressive trip along the Afghan border to Khorog in Gorno-Badakhshan.

You can drive from Khorog to Murgab in a day, but there are lots of interesting detours here, so take a full day to take in the beautiful Wakhan Valley and its storybook Yamchun and Abrashim forts. With hired transport, you can cut from Langar to the Pamir Hwy and continue to Murgab.

There are loads of side trips to be made from Murgab, so try to spend a few days here and visit a local yurt camp in the surrounding high pastures. Heading north, Kara Kul is a scenic highlight and worth at least a lunch stop or picnic. Once over the border in Kyrgyzstan at Sary-Tash, it’s worth detouring 40km to Sary-Mogol for its fine views of towering Peak Lenin. For the absolute best views, overnight at the stunning Tulpar Köl yurtstay at the base of the peak. There are some fine day hikes from the yurt camp.

From here you can continue over the mountains to the Silk Road bazaar town of Osh or better still exit Central Asia via the Irkeshtam Pass to Kashgar.
Over the Torugart – Lakes, Herders and Caravanserais

This trip takes in fabulous mountain scenery, a taste of traditional life in the pastures and the roller-coaster ride over the Torugart Pass to Kashgar. There are lots of opportunities for trekking or horse riding on this route.

Kick off with a couple of days in cosmopolitan Almaty, with visits to Panfilov Park and the Central State Museum and a soak in the Arasan Baths. It’s an easy four-hour drive to Kyrgyzstan’s capital Bishkek, from where you can head east to the blue waters and sandy beaches of Issyk-Köl, the world’s second-largest alpine lake.

For an adventurous alternative between Almaty and Issyk-Köl, hire transport to take you to the colourful, eroded Charyn Canyon and on to the Kyrgyz border through the immense, silent Karkara Valley to Karakol.

Spend a couple of days trekking or instead visit the alpine valleys around Karakol. The idyllic valley of Altynt-Arashan offers great scope for horse riding or the short trek to alpine Ala-Köl and the glorious Karakol Valley. If you have time you can explore the little-visited southern shore and visit an eagle-hunter en route to Kochkor. If you are low on time head straight to Kochkor from Bishkek.

In small and sleepy Kochkor take advantage of the Community-Based Tourism (CBT) program and spend some time in a yurt or homestay on the surrounding jailoos (summer pastures). This is one of the best ways to glimpse traditional life in Kyrgyzstan. Try to allow three days to link a couple of yurtstays by horse, although most can be visited in an overnight trip. The most popular trip is to the herders’ camps around peaceful Lake Son-Köl, either by car or on a two-day horseback trip. The pastures are popular with herders and their animals between June and August.

From here head to Naryn and then the Silk Road caravanserai of Tash Rabat, where you can stay overnight in yurts and even take an adventurous horse trip to a pass overlooking Chatyr-Köl. From Tash Rabat it’s up over the Torugart Pass and into China to wonderful Kashgar for its epic Sunday Market.
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